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A B S T R A C T 

Bar formation in cosmological simulations of galaxy formation remains challenging. It was previously shown that the fraction 

of barred galaxies at low stellar masses ( M ∗ < 10 

10.5 M �) in TNG50 is too low compared to the observations. Here, we highlight 
another tension, also observed at higher stellar masses, namely that barred galaxies in TNG50 appear to be maximal discs, in the 
sense that the majority of the gravitational acceleration is accounted for by baryons at the peak radius of the baryonic rotation 

curve, while observations account for a substantial fraction of barred submaximal discs. In this letter, we compare the barred 

fraction of submaximal discs in the local Universe from the SPARC catalogue with that in the TNG50 simulation. We show that, 
although SPARC tends to select against barred galaxies, the fraction of barred submaximal discs in this data set is significantly 

larger than in TNG50. This result adds to the list of challenges related to predicting the right statistics and properties of barred 

galaxies in � CDM simulations of galaxy formation. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: disc – galaxies: bar – instabilities – dark matter. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he rotation curve decomposition of spiral galaxies is a primary 
ool for measuring the contribution of baryonic and dark matter 
omponents. Ho we ver, without a prior on the mass-to-light ratio of
he stellar component, it is difficult to determine the corresponding 
ontributions of each component because of the underlying degener- 
cy in mass-decomposition. This problem led to the maximum disc 
ypothesis (van Albada & Sancisi 1986 ), which sets a lower limit
n the dark matter content in the galaxy. According to the standard
efinition, galactic discs are maximal if the disc contribution in the 
otal rotation curve at R ≈ 2 . 2 R d is 0.75 ≤ V disc / V tot ≤ 0.95 (Sackett
997 ), where R d is the scale length of the disc. This definition can
e generalized at the peak radius of the baryonic rotation curve to
nclude gas-dominated discs. Modern stellar population synthesis 

odels (e.g. Schombert, McGaugh & Lelli 2019 ) tend to back 
his hypothesis in most high surface brightness disc galaxies: some 
ontro v ersial studies indicate that most spiral galaxies could be 
ubmaximal (Bershady et al. 2011 ; Martinsson et al. 2013 ), ho we ver,
ee Aniyan et al. ( 2018 ), Aniyan et al. ( 2021 ) for a rebuttal of such
laims. 

What is, on the other hand, certain is that not all disc galaxies are
aximal: this is particularly not the case in low-surface brightness 

alaxies that tend to be dark matter dominated all the way down to the
entre (e.g. McGaugh & de Blok 1998 ). Because of the dark matter
ominated nature of submaximal discs, they are a golden place to 
xplore the role of the dark matter component in the evolution of
alaxies. 

One of the most important processes in the evolution of spiral
alaxies is bar formation which is directly influenced by the presence 
 E-mail: mroshan@um.ac.ir (MR); benoit.famaey@astro.unistra.fr (BF) 
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f the dark matter halo. For instance, the exponential growth rate of a
ar in a close-to-maximal idealized stellar disc is substantially larger 
hen the disc is embedded in a live dark matter halo than in a rigid one
aving the same mass distribution (Sell w ood 2016 ). Things become,
o we ver, more complicated in a cosmological context, where it has
een shown that bar growth tends to be fully (Reddish et al. 2022 )
r partially suppressed, with no bar at the low mass end and too
hort bars at the high mass end (or too slow bars for a given size,
oshan et al. 2021 ; Frankel et al. 2022 ), although see Fragkoudi et al.
 2021 ) for a simulation producing realistic bars at the high mass/high
urface brightness end. On the other hand, in submaximal discs, a
arge amount of dark matter content in the central parts stabilizes the
isc against the bar instability both in idealized and cosmological 
ontexts (e.g. Mihos, McGaugh & de Blok 1997 ; DeBuhr, Ma &

hite 2012 ; Yurin & Springel 2015 ; Algorry et al. 2017 ). Ho we ver,
t is concei v able that some mechanisms beyond the secular evolution
f the disc within its live dark matter halo could trigger bars in
ubmaximal discs in a cosmological context, such as tidal interaction 
ith a close neighbour (Izquierdo-Villalba et al. 2022 ) or very

fficient cooling in the gaseous disc (e.g. Mayer & Wadsley 2004 ).
his should be especially true in formally submaximal but ‘near- 
aximal’ discs. 
The main purpose of the present short letter is to study the barred

ubmaximal discs statistics in the Illustris TNG50 cosmological sim- 
lation (Nelson et al. 2019a , b ; Pillepich et al. 2019 ), where the abo v e
echanisms should naturally take place, and compare these statistics 

o observational ones in the local Universe. In Roshan et al. ( 2021 ),
e have already shown that the bar fraction in TNG50 was increasing

harply from ef fecti vely zero at stellar masses of ∼10 10 M � to almost
0 per cent at ∼10 11 M �, in apparent contradiction with the results
f Erwin ( 2018 ) derived from the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure
n Galaxies (S 

4 G) of the local Universe, where the observed bar
raction rather peaks at a stellar mass of 10 9.7 M �. The lack of barred

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-9448-1321
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-9748-2928
http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3180-9825
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Figure 1. The image of galaxy NGC 1090 in the infrared band from 2MASS 
oriented with north up and east left. The white ellipses are derived using the 
isophotal ellipse fitting method. 
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alaxies remains clear for M ∗ < 10 10.5 M � in TNG50, even when
omparing with other observational bar fraction estimates (Oh, Oh
 Yi 2012 ). Note that the measured bar fraction in TNG50 at M ∗ <

0 10.5 M � is, ho we ver, higher in Zana et al. ( 2022 ) than in Roshan
t al. ( 2021 ), but still not quite as high as in Oh, Oh & Yi ( 2012 ).
ote that Masters et al. ( 2012 ) and Melvin et al. ( 2014 ) found even

maller observational bar fractions at small masses, as well as an
ncreasing bar fraction with mass in contradistinction with various
ther studies (Consolandi 2016 ; D ́ıaz-Garc ́ıa et al. 2016 ). 
Notwithstanding this possible deficit of barred galaxies with
 ∗ < 10 10.5 M � in TNG50, we focus this study on submaximal discs,

ncluding galaxies with higher stellar masses for which the fraction of
arred galaxies in TNG50 is substantial. We will compare the fraction
f simulated barred submaximal discs to that in an observational
ample biased against barred galaxies, meaning that a lower fraction
n simulations would indicate a potential problem. 

The structure of this letter is as follows: In Section 2 , we study the
ubmaximal discs in an observational sample. In Section 3 , we per-
orm our main analysis within the TNG50 cosmological simulation.
inal comments and conclusions can be found in Section 4 . 

 SUBMAXIMAL  DISCS  IN  OBSERVATIONS  O F  

ASSIVE  SPIRALS  

e employ the Spitzer Photometry and Accurate Rotation Curves
SPARC) database (Lelli, McGaugh & Schombert 2016 ), including
75 galaxies. SPARC is the largest galaxy sample which includes
ear-infrared (3.6 μm) surface brightness and high-quality H I /H α

otation curves. SPARC galaxies are representative of the disc
opulation in the field and in nearby groups like Ursa Major (Lelli,
cGaugh & Schombert 2016 ). This sample spans the broadest range

f disc galaxy properties in the field in terms of luminosity, stellar
ass, surface brightness, and morphological type, but it explicitly

iases against barred galaxies, as the sample is chosen for high-
uality rotation curves with not too important non-axisymmetric
otions. This means that the fraction of barred galaxies in this sample

s not representative but can be taken as a lower limit on the true bar
raction. 

To ensure a fair comparison with TNG50, we will restrict ourselves
o galaxies with stellar masses M ∗ ≥ 10 10 M � in SPARC, i.e. to a
otal of 59 galaxies. In this mass range, most spiral galaxies are high-
urface brightness maximal discs; ho we ver, a fe w submaximal discs
xist too. As mentioned before, comparing the disc and observed
otation curve at R ≈ 2.2 R d can provide a reasonable estimate of
he disc maximality because, for a pure exponential disc, the peak
f the baryonic rotation curve occurs at this radius. Ho we ver, for
any galaxies, the baryonic distribution deviates from an exponential

rofile (such as in bulge-dominated galaxies), or the gas contribution
ntirely dominates the baryonic budget (such as in some dwarf
alaxies). Thus, it is preferable to compare the baryonic and observed
elocities at the radius where the total baryonic rotation curve peaks
Martinsson et al. 2013 ; Starkman et al. 2018 ). 

In this work, we compute the baryonic maximality (stars + gas) to
dentify the submaximal discs. To do so, we set 

 b = V 

max 
bary ( R p ) /V tot ( R p ) < 0 . 75 , (1) 

here the lower end of the maximality is considered (Kregel, van
er Kruit & Freeman 2005 ). Here, V 

max 
bary is the maximum baryonic

otational velocity, and V tot is the total rotation curve at the radius R p ,
here the baryonic rotation curve peaks. In terms of gravitational

cceleration, our definition of submaximality means that the fraction
NRASL 519, L21–L25 (2023) 
f gravity accounted for by baryons at the peak radius R p of the
aryonic rotation curve is smaller than F 

2 
b ∼ 56 per cent . 

To ensure that we do not deal hereafter with artificially submax-
mal discs due to a misestimated inclination, we implemented the
orrected rotation curves provided by Li et al. ( 2018 ) to investigate
he bar fraction in massive submaximal discs in this sample. In Li
t al. ( 2018 ), individual galaxies are fitted to the radial acceleration
elation (RAR) (McGaugh, Lelli & Schombert 2016 ) by imposing
riors on ϒ � , galaxy distance ( D ) and disc inclination ( i ) based on
he observational uncertainties. Then, using an MCMC method, the
est-fitting value for these free parameters is found. Importantly, with
his correction, the fraction of barred submaximal discs in SPARC is
maller than when not applying the correction. This ensures that we
re being conserv ati ve and that the maximality of disc galaxies has
ot been underestimated. 
Among the 59 galaxies with M ∗ ≥ 10 10 M � in SPARC, we find

4 submaximal discs according to our definition in equation ( 1 ),
.e. a fraction of 23.73 per cent. The majority of those are relatively
lose to the submaximality cut-off, meaning that they are mostly
near-maximal’, which is expected at such stellar masses. 

Among these submaximal discs, we use the morphology types
eported in the SPARC database to identify the barred galaxies. This
s illustrated with one example in Fig. 1 , where we show an infrared
mage of the galaxy NGC 1090 where the bar is clearly apparent. The
llipses are determined from the fit of the galaxy isophotes by ellipses
Aguerri, M ́endez-Abreu & Corsini 2009 ), and the misalignment of
he bar major axis with the major axis of the projected disc on the
ky is clearly visible on the figure. The SPARC rotation curve of this
alaxy is shown in Fig. 2 . Although this procedure is not perfect, it
nsures that a lower limit on the bar fraction can be found since the
PARC sample biases against the selection of barred galaxies and
ince only bars that are visually obvious are selected. Even with such
estrictions, we find that 36 per cent of the massive submaximal discs
n SPARC are barred. Note that our definition of submaximality really
ertains to the amount of missing mass at the peak of the baryonic
otation curve, not to the fact that a higher stellar mass-to-light ratio
ould have been used for the disc. 

art/slac146_f1.eps
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Figure 2. SPARC rotation curve of NGC 1090. The black points with error 
bars are the observed rotation curve V obs ( R ). Each baryonic component is 
presented: the blue-dashed line for the disc and the green-dotted line for the 
gas. This disc can be considered ‘maximal’ in the sense that the stellar mass- 
to-light ratio cannot be higher, as evident from the inner rotation curve points, 
but it is slightly submaximal in the sense that the gravitational acceleration 
provided by the baryons at R p is only 52 per cent ( F b = 0 . 72). 
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Figure 3. The distribution of disc galaxies with M � ≥ 10 10 M � in terms of 
baryonic maximality as defined in equation ( 1 ) for the SPARC sample (green 
bars) and TNG50 cosmological simulation (yellow bars). The vertical dashed 
line indicates the maximality cutoff. 
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As mentioned before, we used the corrected rotation curves of 
he SPARC galaxies according to Li et al. ( 2018 ). So each galaxy
as a χ2 parameter, which indicates the goodness of fitting the free 
arameters to the RAR. By removing galaxies with poor χ2 , i.e. χ2 >

0, from the SPARC data set, we found that the bar fraction of massive
ubmaximal discs in this sample is reduced to 3/11 = 27 per cent. We
lso imposed the minimum precision of 10% in the observational 
elocity ( δV obs / V obs < 0.1), and this last requirement does not change
ur final results. In summary, no other selection led to a fraction of
arred submaximal discs among galaxies with M ∗ ≥ 10 10 M � in 
PARC lower than 27 per cent. 

 SUBMAXIMAL  DISCS  IN  C O S M O L O G I C A L  

IMULATIONS  

ere, we use the highest resolution run of the TNG project that,
n principle, includes all the matter components and a considerable 
mount of physical mechanisms that can affect bar formation in 
alactic discs in the � cold dark matter ( � CDM) paradigm. To
nd the fraction of submaximal barred galaxies in this cosmological 
imulation, we use two criteria to identify disc galaxies: (i) k rot ≥
.5, where k rot is the fraction of stellar kinetic energy in ordered
otation (Sales et al. 2010 ); (ii) the morphological flatness criterion 
 ≤ 0.7, where F depends on the eigenvalues of the moment of

nertia tensor of the galaxy (Genel et al. 2015 ) (see Roshan et al.
021 for more details). 
We implement a widely used relation for the rotation curves of

ach component, namely; V i ( r) = 

√ 

GM i ( r) /r , where M i ( r ) denotes
he total enclosed mass of each component at a given radius. The
ccuracy of using this approximation to compute the rotation curve 
s tested by Roshan et al. ( 2021 ). They showed that the value of
 ( r ), which is derived by the total mass distribution, matches well
ith the rotation curve obtained based on the force calculation (see 
oshan et al. 2021 , fig. 4). Only at the very central regions of the
alaxy, using this approximation has a lower accuracy. We have 610 
isc galaxies in our sample with M � ≥ 10 10 M �, where 155 of them
re submaximal, i.e. F b < 0 . 75. This fraction of 25.4 per cent of
ubmaximal discs is comparable to the fraction of 23.73 per cent in
PARC. The distribution in terms of the maximality parameter of 
quation ( 1 ) in SPARC and TNG50 is plotted in Fig. 3 . 

To identify the fraction of barred submaximal discs in TNG50, we
easure the bar strength, which is defined in terms of the Fourier

ecomposition of the surface density, 

 

max 
2 = max [ A 2 ( R)] . (2) 

ere A 2 ( R ) is the Fourier amplitude of mode m = 2 at radius R .
or arbitrary mode m , the amplitude is written in terms of Fourier
oefficients 

 m 

( R) ≡
√ 

a m 

( R ) 2 + b m 

( R ) 2 , (3) 

here 

a m 

( R) = 

1 
M( R) 

∑ N 

k= 0 m k cos ( mφk ) , m = 1 , 2 , ... (4) 

b m 

( R) = 

1 
M( R) 

∑ N 

k= 0 m k sin ( mφk ) , m = 1 , 2 , ... (5) 

o compute these coefficients, we divide the disc into annuli of
qual width and consider only particles with | z| < 1 kpc. In these
quations, N represents the number of particles in each annulus, and
 represents the total mass of the annulus with a mean cylindrical

adius R . A 

max 
2 ≥ 0 . 4 indicates the strong bars and the unbarred bars

ave A 

max 
2 < 0 . 2. 

We find that only 5.8 per cent of the submaximal discs in TNG50
ost a (weak) bar. Although the distribution of galaxies in terms
f their maximality is not so different for these two data sets, as
entioned abo v e (25.4 per cent v ersus 23.73 per cent), there is an

bvious tension between the fraction of submaximal barred galaxies. 
f the true probability of a barred submaximal disc is given by
NG50 in the considered stellar mass range, the probability of 
aving at least 5/14 barred submaximal discs in SPARC, as observed,
s 0.085 per cent as per the binomial distribution. If we remo v e
alaxies that deviate from the RAR, which could indicate that they are 
erturbed, the bar fraction of massive submaximal discs is reduced 
o 3/11 = 27 per cent, and the probability increases to 2.26 per cent
s per the binomial distribution. 
MNRASL 519, L21–L25 (2023) 
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M

Figure 4. Stellar mass versus baryonic maximality for all barred galaxies in 
SPARC and TNG50 data sets. The colour shows the bar strength A 

max 
2 for 

galaxies in TNG50. 
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To refine our comparison, we also explored the bar fraction in
ear-maximal discs: to do so; we chose galaxies whose maximalities
re in the range of 0 . 7 < F b < 0 . 75. We find that SPARC contains
ine near-maximal galaxies, of which four of them are barred. On
he other hand, TNG50 has 67 galaxies with 0 . 7 < F b < 0 . 75 and
0 per cent of them host bars. If we consider the bar fraction in
NG50 as truth, by the binomial distribution, one can show that the
robability of having four barred galaxies out of nine by chance is
hen about 0.8 per cent, still a very significant disagreement. 

To visualize the disagreement, Fig. 4 displays the stellar mass
ersus maximality for all barred galaxies in our samples. In this
gure, we used the total stellar mass, which includes all the bounded
tar particles to each galaxy. It appears clear that high-mass barred
alaxies are all maximal in TNG50. The approximation used to
ompute the baryonic rotation curve is actually underestimating the
aximality in TNG50 (see, e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008 , fig. 2.17),

o this approximation is not the reason for this result. The colour of
ach point indicates the bar strength for galaxies in TNG50, and the
rey points correspond to the barred galaxies in the SPARC sample.
learly, some observed galaxies, like NGC 1090, can be barred while
eing slightly submaximal, whilst this never happens in TNG50. Note
hat the error bars on the observed F b are slightly underestimated
ince the value should never go above 1, but the difference between
bservations and simulations at stellar masses abo v e ∼10 11 M � are
oo large to be accounted for by slightly larger error bars. Also, in
rder to check that the definition of the stellar mass of galaxies did
ot affect our results, we repeated our analysis for the stellar masses
easured within a radius of 30 kpc in simulated data. In this way,

he coloured points in Fig. 4 would be slightly shifted in the vertical
irection, but this did not change the o v erall conclusion. 
As already noted in the introduction, the lack of barred galaxies

ith M ∗ < 10 10.5 M � in TNG50 was already put forward in Roshan
t al. ( 2021 ), where other problems on the too small size of bars
or their pattern speed were also put forward (see also Frankel et al.
022 ). The problem highlighted here is not a simple rehearsal of
hese previously mentioned ones. Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to
alaxies with M ∗ ≥ 10 10.5 M �, we get 45 galaxies in the SPARC
NRASL 519, L21–L25 (2023) 
hich 15.6 per cent of them are submaximal. On the other hand,
n TNG50, we have 230 galaxies in this mass range and only 7
3 per cent) submaximal discs. We find that at least 57 per cent of
ubmaximal galaxies in the SPARC are barred, while for TNG50,
his fraction is 14.3 per cent. This means that our result is an
nterplay between the fact that TNG50 does not produce enough
arred submaximal discs and the fact that it does not produce enough
ubmaximal/near-maximal discs at stellar masses M ∗ ≥ 10 10.5 M �,
here most observed barred submaximal discs lie (see Fig. 4 ). Note

hat bars are also observed in low-surface brightness submaximal
iscs with M ∗ < 10 10 M � (Peters & Kuzio de Naray 2019 ), which
ere not included in the present study. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

e explored submaximal discs in the SPARC sample and galaxies
t z = 0 in the TNG50 simulation based on the criterion defined in
quation ( 1 ). We showed that the distribution of galaxies in terms
f maximality is not so different for these data sets but that the
raction of barred submaximal discs is not the same. Focusing on
alaxies with M � ≥ 10 10 M �, we found that although the SPARC
ample biases against the selection of barred galaxies, 36 per cent of
ubmaximal discs in this sample are barred, but only 5 . 8 per cent
f the submaximal discs in TNG50 host a bar, and there is no
trongly barred submaximal disc in this data set. Quantitatively,
e showed that the probability of having the observed number of
arred submaximal discs in SPARC from the TNG50 statistics is
l w ays lower than 2.5 per cent, even if we restrict ourselves to near-
aximal discs. We point out that the problem highlighted here can be

een as an interplay between the fact that TNG50 does not produce
nough barred submaximal discs and the fact that it does not pro-
uce enough submaximal/near-maximal discs at high stellar masses
 M ∗ ≥ 10 10.5 M �), where many observed barred submaximal discs
ie. The roles of tidal interactions with close neighbours, the effi-
iency of the cooling in the gaseous discs, and even the numerical
esolution will have to be further investigated in the future to
nderstand this discrepancy. Our results, in any case, add to the
hallenge of forming the right statistics and properties of barred
alaxies in � CDM simulations of galaxy formation. 
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